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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

Date: 22 September 1998 

1. INTRODUCTION 

urpose of this report is to consider the introduction of a close cleaning service 
for flatted / maisonette properties, and if appropriate make provision in the 
1999/2000 Revenue Budget to finance the service 

2.1 the present time there are approx. 1600 close entrances in the Councils Housing 
Stock and the existing estate management policies and procedures currently operating 
place the responsibility for the cleaning of common closes etc. 

o this aspect of estate 
diminished in a number of ar ghout North Lanarkshire and 

new tenants and transfer applicants 
whether or not they would be prepared to accept an offer of a house where the 
common close / stairways are dirty and unkept. 

3.1 A small int 
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which would require to be addressed before such a service could be formally 
implemented. 

To assist in consideration of this matter a survey was carried out of all Local 
Authorities throughout Scotland and the results of this survey are detailed in appendix 
I to this report 

A summary of the survey highlights that: 

0 8 Local Authorities currently operate and provide a close cleaning service 
0 each of the Authorities provide the service in house 
0 where appropriate owner occupiers are included in the scheme 

of the 8 Local Authorities referred to above the scheme operated by Glasgow City 
Council was considered the most appropriate comparison with the type of service 
which could be considered for North Lanarkshire and a brief summary of the Glasgow 
City Council close cleaning services is attached as appendix 2 to this report 

Whilst, work is ongoing at the present time to 

0 identify the number of properties in North Lanarkshire which could benefit from this 
service 

0 identify the various different floor covering 
0 identify the number of owner occupiers living in flatted etc. properties 

there are a number of issues which require further consideration and discussion e.g. 

0 proposed level of specification of service 
0 financing arrangements for service 
0 Insurance / Legal liabilities of operating such a service 
0 role of Estate Caretaker 
0 qualifjmg criteria 
0 exclusion of properties (e.g. multi storey flats) 
0 Housing Benefit implications 
0 inclusion of other services e.g. window cleaning etc. 

and these will be developed over the coming months and reported to a future meeting 
of the Committee (if appropriate) 

Indicative costs for the scheme to be introduced on a North Lanarkshire wide basis are 
estimated to be 2 600,000 (Six Hundred Thousand Pounds) based on a weekly 
service. 

Meanwhile, provision of 2180,000 (One Hundred & Eighty Thousand Pounds) has 
been included in 1999/2000 Service Plan and if this is approved this could be used to 
finance the introduction of a close cleaning service in certain pilot schemes through 
the area with a view of assessing the suitability and practicality of introducing a 
comprehensive service throughout North Lanarkshire for the year 2000/2001. 

2 
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 It is therefore recommended that the Committee - note the report on the understanding 
that work will continue, to examine various outstanding issues in relation to the 
introduction of a close cleaning service, including consultation with tenants / 
residents, in order that the matter can be considered in more detail when finalising the 
revenue expenditure proposals for the next financial year. 

5. BACKGROUND PAPERS 

Available within the department 

G. Whitefield 
DIRECTOR OF HOUSING 

repon.closec1 

3 
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Tenant resistance 

cost 

Resistance from other sources 

Other, please specify 

1. Do you currently operate a close cleaning service? 

2 Clackmannanshire 

Edinburgh 

1 East Ayrshire 

1 Midlothian 

2 

Comments 

In Midlothian a private contractor operates outwith council control in some blocks of flats . 
Borders Council only operate the service in improved blocks. 

South Ayrshire select blocks “most needy” 

Daily 

Weekly 

Fortnightly 

Monthly 

Other, please specify 

2. Have you investigated the feasibility of providing such a service? 

1 Highland 

5 

1 

d a  

1 Brushed daily, washed weekly 

Two councils currently investigating the feasibility: Angus have “talked about it” and obtained prices but no action has 
been taken. 
Aberdeen are considering it for DTL and to fund the service from rents. 
East Dunbartonshire and Stirling want details of our research. 

3. Why was the service not introduced? 

currently under discussion 

In Clackmannanshire, tenants who would not benefit objected to funding the service. 

4. Per close, how frequent is the service? 

In Midlothian a contractor has a private agreement with some tenants at a cost of €1 .OO per week 
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In-house 

Specialist 

Other, please specify 

5. What areas are cleaned as part of the service? 

8 

n/a 

rda 

Stairs 

Handrails 

Window Ledges 

Windows 7 

Service Charge 

Included in rent structure 

Other, please specify 

From HRA 

Landings 

Pram Store Doors 

Other, please specify 

3* 

4 

2 

Inverclyde clean common paths and bin stores 
West Lothian clean lights and walls 
Glasgow clean fi-ont doors 

6. Who provides the service? 

7. How is the service financed? 

8. Do you pay Housing Benefit on these charges? 

9. In closes where consensus among tenants could not be reached, how was this problem resolved? 

Dundee give up if no consensus reached after two attempts. 
Glasgow tenants do not have an option to refuse the service. 
Fife council decides which blocks are to be included. 

c:\msoffice\winword\closeana.docAM 



GLASGOW’S CLOSE CLEANING SERVICE 

APPENDIX 2 
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BACKGROUND 

The success of an initiative to provide a maintenance service for targeted backcourts resulted 

in a desire to extend the service to all communal areas. 

Housing had originally requested that only certain blocks be included and the cost charged to 

them alone. However, council decided all should benefit as part of an environmental policy. 

“Landlord Services” was therefore created. 

ADVANTAGES 

Improved reputation of all flatted accommodation. 

Reduction in officers time and administration costs of pursuing tenants not adhering to 

tenancy conditions. 

THE SERVICE 

Three departments provide three individual parts of an integrated service. 

Catering and Cleaning Sewices take the lead role and are responsible for overall 

management of the service. They carry out the close and deck access cleaning once per week. 

Cleansing Services delitter backcourts weekly. 

Parks and Recreation undertake seasonal backcourt maintenance. 

55,000 properties are included in the service although the cost is spread throughout 

Glasgow’s 100,000 properties. The cost is 9Op per week to tenants and €1.10 to owners. 

12 vans have a supervisor and four squads of three men assigned to them while a “scrub 

team” carries out intensive cleaning for bad blocks. Supervisors carry mobile phones. The 

vans have generators to operate pressure hoses, water storage tanks, and a secure area for the 

storage of cleaning materials. The vans are also designed to be kept secure when in full use. 

The standard treatment for the close clean is very basic. Floors are swept clean of debris then 

water and a cleansing agent is sprayed from a hand held container. The area is thereafter 

mopped. This ensures only clean water is used although the mop heads get dirty through 

reuse. Average time taken to clean closes is between 5 to 10 minutes. 
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ISSUES 

Owners. Where council tenants are in the majority the senice is imposed on the owners. 

Where council tenants are in the minority then only the tenants turn is undertaken. 

Tenants ’ Responsibilities. Housing do not wish tenants responsibilities to be negated. They 

will still take action and are looking for a test case against tenants not acting responsibly. 

Problem, however, because tenants are now paying for the service so why should they also be 

responsible? 

Caretakers. Where estate caretakers exist these closes are exempt from the part of the service 

that the caretaker provides. 

Insurance. Glasgow’s Legal Services advised Housing that a disclaimer notice in the close 

would suffice. These notices state when the close is to be cleaned and also provide a contact 

phone number (although ths is only for the Close Cleaning element). 

MONITORING 

The contractor undertakes 10% self monitoring and Housing Offices also 10%. 


